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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Entry / Arcade 

Description: Welcome to the jazz age: Art Deco, swing bands, silver 
airships, Gershwin, fancy speakeasies, flappers and 
fedoras. Not one time or place that might actually 
have existed, but the one we see in our dreams after 
a night of swing dancing and hearing a big band play. 
The age of streetcars: when the automobile was still 
new. And what better way to experience everything 
on offer in such a bustling metropolis. We find 
ourselves in our own dream of sorts, playing a starring 
role as the conductors of our very own streetcars.  
 
A beautiful covered arcade connects the boardwalk 
and hotel together providing sheltered access to the 
attraction from both locations. 
 

Ride System Requirements: Type: Dark Ride 
Conveyance/Vehicle Type: Oceaneering EVO-6 
Vehicle Capacity: 6 Passengers 
Dispatch Interval: 20 seconds 
Attraction Capacity: 1080 PPH 
Potential Manufacturer(s): Oceaneering 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Show Building 
Steel – Reinforced Concrete Floor 
Boardwalk Facing Façade 
Access from current bridge 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Reshaped Berm on Boardwalk 
New Berm on Parking Lot Side 
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Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): BGM Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Upbeat Jazzy Music 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Attraction Marquee Boardwalk Side 
Attraction Marquee Parking Lot Side 
Attraction Marquee Hotel Entrance 
Ride Warning Signage x3 
Rider Height Sign 
Misc. Operational Graphics 
Misc. Show Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 
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Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

None 

Show Controls (SC): None 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting. 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc Set Dressing 

Show Sets (SS): Arcade Show Set 

Special Effects (FX): None. 

Video Hardware (VHD): None. 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Train Station Exterior & Mural - Queue / Load / Sc 1 

Description:  
We enter the foyer of a grand train station – metaphorically 
entering a dream set in 1925. The ceiling towers above us as we 
gaze at the intricate art deco chandeliers hanging above us. We 
purchase our tickets from a ticket booth tucked to one side and 
enter the queue. 

 
We queue back and forth through a set of tight switchbacks- 
weaving in between a few structures that appear to be selling 
newspapers, sundries, and such. We hear upbeat JAZZY MUSIC 
coming from a player piano off to one side. On particularly busy 
days a live pianist and saxophonist play for the guests.  
 
A large SPLIT-FLAP DISPLAY with the various trolley, train, and 
airship schedules separates the queue and unload areas. Eagle 
eyed guests might notice their hometowns on the schedule if 
they paid for their ticket via credit card. On the other side of the 
queue is a ticket booth housing Back of House facilities. 
 
One of the more centrally located structures we pass is the 
station manager’s office. A nameplate next to the door reads 
“Boo Z. Runerr – Station Manager”. On all four sides we see 
posters and advertisements exclaiming that trolley crews are 
urgently needed for special deliveries of passengers and cargo. 
They’re now recruiting conductors, engineers, brakepersons, 
and more.  
 
A loudspeaker above regularly plays humorous advertisements 
from an announcer with a fashionable mid-Atlantic accent like 
the one below: 
 
“Do you seek adventure, intrigue, a life on the run? Come be a 
part of public transportation! Transport precious cargo from 
destination to destination! Recruiting all positions now – no 
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experience necessary – just a beating heart – that is a heart 
beating with the passion for a run well done and who don’t mind 
spending some time in the caboose.”  
 
Between announcements, from inside the office we hear 
similarly humorous conversations between Mr. Runerr and his 
associates establishing a bit of a conflict of priorities between the 
streetcar companies interested in moving passengers and Mr. 
Runerr interested in transporting…other things. 
 
Across from us we see a line of stylish, streamlined trolleys 
waiting for us to board - each one sporting a unique color scheme 
and livery. On the back of each is a stack of cargo and suspicious 
looking barrel marked “special delivery”. 
 
They sit in front of an elaborate, colorful, tiled MURAL depicting 
a bustling Art Deco metropolis near sunset. The mural is 
constructed in multiple layers, giving a subtle 3d effect. Light 
glitters off chrome skyscrapers as fiber optic waters swirl 
beneath the spans of spindly iron bridges. Light pours from the 
spaces between the layers, causing the entire artwork to glow.  
Near dispatch, on the left, the mural recedes back, leading to the 
an elaborate archway leading to the station’s main lobby. 
 
Every few seconds a trolley trots past the operator console, turns 
right into the open area, and heads straight for the portal as it 
opens up down the middle, briefly revealing the bright lobby 
beyond. 
 
We board one of the streetcars. We quickly realize we’re the 
crew! In each row, there is a large, round THROTTLE CONTROL 
we can play with and a long SCHEDULE listing all the destinations 
we’re about to see. Next to each destination is a little light bulb: 
all lit with an amber glow. As the trolley leaves the station, the 
lights twinkle before going dark. As we progress through the ride 
the light next to each destination  lights up when we reach it.  
 
Hectic MUSIC (inspired by Porgy and Bess Overture) plays 
through the ONBOARD SPEAKERS. As we approach, the crash 
doors open revealing the opulent interior. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Ride Load Platform 
Queue Rails 
Ramp to Platform Level 
Escalators to Hotel (x2) 
 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Load Platform Flooring 
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Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): BGM System 
Operator PA System 
Station Manager’s Office Point Source 
Station Manager’s Office Loudspeaker Point Source 

Audio Software (AFX): BGM Software (Upbeat Jazzy Music) 
Station Manager’s Office Software 
Loudspeaker Advertisement Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Ride Warning Signage 
Misc. Show Graphics 
Misc. Operational Graphics 
Hiring Posters & Advertisements 
Newspapers 
 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment 
(VHX): 

None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 
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Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Train Station Façade Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 
Sunset Lighting 
Mural Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Train Station Props 
Player Piano 
Misc. Crates, Luggage, etc. 

Show Sets (SS): Load Mural / Train Station Façade 
Train Station Ceiling 
Ticket Booth Walls 
Ticket Booth Ceiling 
Station Manager’s Office 
Vendor Structure 
 

Special Effects (FX): Split-Flap Schedule Board with Guests’ Hometowns 
Sunset Ceiling FX 
Fiber Optics in Mural 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 2 Train Station Lobby 

Description: The interior of the station reaches to the heavens. The 
last glimmers of sunlight cascade from the rafters to 
the concourse. Ahead of us, TRAVELERS ON  
CONCENTRIC TURNTABLES fly about station clock in 
the evening rush - all late for their destinations. 
Beneath a cascade of OVERHEAD PLATFORMS we can 
see a TRAIN that has just arrived.  Above the train, on 
the various platforms an ENDLESS STREAM OF 
TRAVELERS all frozen in various tableaus dart this way 
and that. 
 
Our vehicle rotates to the left to reveal a portal that 
reads “To Trains” in large letters. The crash doors 
open up to reveal a tunnel beyond. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Structural Mount Points for Chandelier 
Structural Mount Points for Pendant Lights 
Shared Space For Train Scene 2/4 
Pits for Turntables 
Haze Ventillation 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 
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Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): “To Trains” Archway for Crash Doors 
Misc. Show Graphics 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: Traveler Conveyers 
Traveler Turntables 

Projection Equipment 
(VHX): 

None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

2-Section Concentric Turntable 
“To Trains” Crash Door Mechanism 
Traveler  Conveyer 1 
Traveler  Conveyer 2 
Traveler  Conveyer 3 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control. 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting. 
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Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Station Props 

Show Sets (SS): Traveler Flats Outer Turntable Ring x12 
Traveler Flats  Inner Turntable Ring x12 
Traveler Flats Upper Platform x27 
Traveler Flats Middle Platform x18 
Station Clock 
Station Chandelier 
Station Pendant Lights (x5) 
Station Walls 
Station Ceiling 
Station Truss’s 
Baggage Stand 
Passenger Car 1 
Passenger Car 2 
Overhead Walkways / Staircases 

 
Special Effects (FX): Haze 

Video Hardware (VHD): None. 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 3. Tunnel to Trains 

Description: As the doors to the tunnel open they reveal a large 
ARRIVALS direction sign attached to the wall. Our 
vehicle follows it down the dim, curved tunnel. The 
space is small and damp. The color of the brown bricks 
is just visible as a BRIGHT LIGHT from a train shines 
into our eyes as the crash doors behind it open. We 
quickly emerge from the tunnel. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Train Whistle Point Source Hardware 
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Audio Software (AFX): Train Whistle Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): “Arrivals” Sign 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment 
(VHX): 

None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Brick Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Train Headlight 
Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

None 

Show Sets (SS): Tunnel 
Crash Doors as Brick 
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Special Effects (FX): None 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 4 Train Platform 

Description: A huge STREAMLINED TRAIN is revealed (The same 
prop we saw in Scene 2, now viewed from the front), 
rendered in exaggerated forced perspective as it 
curves out of view. It has just arrived. STEAM pours 
out of every orifice. Its hammered panels shimmer 
under the sunlight streaming in from the glass roof. 
We can hear the giant machine breathing like an 
enormous purring beast. A male announcer’s voice in 
a heavy mid-Atlantic accent echoes around the space.  
 
ANNOUNCER: 
“Now arriving! Route 726. All passengers traveling to 
Airship Park transfer now.” 
 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Atmosphere FX Ventilation 
Shared Space For Train Scene 2/4 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 
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Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Train Point Source Hardware 
Announcer Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Train Point Source Software 
Announcer Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Show Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: Train Steam/Haze Mockup 

Projection Equipment 
(VHX): 

None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

None 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 
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Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Train Station Props & Dressings 
Misc. Luggage 
Luggage Cart 

Show Sets (SS): Train Platform Walls 
Train Platform Ceiling 
Train Platform 
Overhead Walkways / Staircases 

Special Effects (FX): Steam/Fog from Train 
Haze 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 5 Throng of People 

Description: Our trolley turns and faces a THRONG of well-dressed 
people exiting the train and wishing to board our 
streetcar. Our vehicle darts between a series of 
LUGGAGE CARTS to get to them. A RUNNING MAN 
WITH A BRIEFCASE folds out of the way to reveal a 
WOMAN WITH A SCREAMING INFANT. She in turn 
folds out of the way to reveal a MAN WITH A CAMERA 
and then finally a whole mural of a CROWD rushing 
towards us. Our trolley bursts through the crowd and 
sends a NEWSTAND & VENDOR careening out of 
control. We turn a sharp corner as he yells behind us. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Mount Points for Flying Newspapers Overhead 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Spinning Newstand 
Flying Newspapers Overhead 
Flying Newspapers in Scene 
Angry Newstand Vendor Animated flat 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 
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Audio Hardware (AH): Point Source Audio Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Point Source Audio Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Show Graphics 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment 
(VHX): 

None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Luggage Cart 1 Hinge Mechanism 
Luggage Cart 2 Hinge Mechanism 
Running Man with Briefcase Mechanism 
Woman with Screaming Infant Mechanism 
Man with Camera Mechanism 
Crowd Crash Door Mechanism 
Sliding Door Mechanism 
Station Exit Crash Door Mechanism 
Newstand Vendor Hinge Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 
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Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting (Transition to Blacklight) 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Train Station Props 

Show Sets (SS): Luggage Cart flat 
Luggage Cart flat 
Running Man with Briefcase flat 
Woman With Screaming Infant flat 
Man with Camera flat 
Crowd Crash Doors 
Station Platform  
Station Exit Crash Doors 

Special Effects (FX): Camera Flash FX on Cameraman flat 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 6 Train Crossing 

Description: We exit the train station and approach a TRAIN 
CROSSING. The LIGHTS flash back and forth and we 
hear the bell’s DOPPLER EFFECT as we cross and turn 
on to Main Street, the GATES rotating out of our way. 
As we pass the crossing our schedule lights up and 
various destinations are illuminated in quick 
succession, before settling on the first one: Main 
Street. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): Misc. Foilage 

Audio Hardware (AH): Point Source Hardware 
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Audio Software (AFX): Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Show Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint as Crossing Gates 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Crash Door Mechanism 
 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting (Blacklight) 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Crossing Props 

Show Sets (SS): None. (Contiguous to Previous Scene) 
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Special Effects (FX): Railroad Crossing Bells 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 7 Main Street 

Description: The lighting switches to blacklight. The music starts 
rolling as we roll along a long straightway. We see 
another trolley or two ahead of us. Main Street is filled 
with life - cars, street vendors, people, masses of 
overhead wires, blinking theatre marquees, 
department stores, and even a horse drawn carriage 
or two. The streamlined, Art Deco skyscrapers tilt 
towards the sky in extreme perspective lit in a wash of 
blues and silvers, yellow, gold and red: The Jazz age in 
all its glory. We encounter in quick succession:  
-A SHADY FIGURE TRYING TO SELL US WATCHES 
-A POLICEMAN DIRECTING TRAFFIC 
-A BARKER HANDING US A FLYER ABOUT “JAZZ” 
-A SCALPER OFFERING US TICKETS 
-ANOTHER BARKER WITH A FLYER “TONIGHT ONLY” 
 
The light for the next destination starts blinking on our 
schedules and we can see the track curving off into the 
distance. However, just then we feel the trolley 
bounce as it jumps off its tracks and turns off the 
street towards the club instead. The MARQUEE 
glitters and flashes with “Jazz Now!” We head directly 
for it, the DOORS open for us, and we go inside. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 
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Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Policeman Directing Traffic Animated Flat 
Scalper Offering Us Tickets Animated Flat 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Car Horn Point Source Hardware 
Misc. Street Sounds Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Car Horn Software 
Misc. Street Sounds Software 
 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Marquee Designs 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Shady Figure Hinge Mechanism 
Policeman Hinge Mechanism 
Barker 1 Hinge Mechanism 
Scalper Hinge Mechanism 
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Barker 2 Hinge Mechanism 
Jazz Club Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control. 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting (Blacklight) 
Marquee Chasing Lights 

 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Main Street Props & Dressing 
Fire Hydrants 
Mailboxes 
 

Show Sets (SS): A Shady Figure Trying to Sell Us Watches Flat 
Barker Handing us a “Jazz” Flyer Flat 
Barker With a Flyer “Tonight Only” Flat 
Main Street Building Facades 
Street Curbs 
Automobiles x3 
Skyline 
Jazz Club Façade 
Jazz Club Crash Doors 
Streetlights 
Overhead Power/Telephone Lines 
Fake Track 
 

Special Effects (FX): Lighted Marquees 
Haze 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 8 Club (Seen Twice) 

Description: The club is a cavernous circular space lit in a host of 
CHANGING SWIRLING COLORS. A balcony wraps 
around the entire room supported by scalloped 
archways. On it dozens of SILHOUETTED COUPLES 
dance. Luscious, red velvet curtains line the walls as a 
SWING BAND plays on a platform. COUPLES dance all 
around as we weave in between them and lights 
twinkle about bouncing off crystal and sequins. We 
might even catch a glimpse of another trolley or two 
as we begin to twirl about. The vehicle spins left and 
right - who knew it could dance‽ We encounter a few 
stray SAXAPHONISTS  - their briefly illuminated faces 
clearly in love with the intoxicating melodious tune.  
 
Vehicles head to bar scene and then return to this 
space 
 
 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Haze Ventillation 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): Band Director  
Band members x12 
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Animated Props (AP): Drumkit high hat x2 
Dancing Couples animated flats x12 
Saxophonists animated flats x3 
 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Point Source Hardware. 
Band Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Point Source Software 
Band Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Show Signage 
Bar Sign 

 

Media Software (VFX): Silhouetted Couples Software 

Mockups: Dancing Couples 

Projection Equipment (PE): Silhouetted Couples Projectors 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Dancing Couples Mechanisms 
Bar Crash Doors Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 
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Show Lighting (SL): Mirror Ball 
Robotic Lights “Ballyhoos” 
Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Drapery as red velvet 
Rest of Drum Kit 
Band Instruments 
 

Show Sets (SS): Chandelier 
Club Walls / Balcony 
Club Ceiling 
Bar Crash Doors 
Bandstand 
Swing Band Music Stands x12 

Special Effects (FX): Haze 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 9 Bar / Return to Club 

Description: We head towards a set of ORNATE DOUBLE DOORS 
beneath a sign that reads “Bar”. They open for us and 
we enter a dimly lit alcove. A half-dozen snazzily 
dressed PATRONS sip cocktails at the counter as the 
BARTENDER pours an ENDLESS STREAM of martini. 
 
Eagle eyed guests might notice some barrels in the 
corners of the room and behind the bar that look 
suspiciously similar to the ones on the back of our 
trolley. 
 
We make a U-turn around the bar and head through a 
another set of DOUBLE DOORS, returning to the dance 
floor. 
 
The vehicles then return to the club scene. 
 
The band plays away. The music builds to a crescendo 
as we reach the other side of the space - a large CLOCK 
briefly illuminates as a light hits it. We’ve spent hours 
here and we’re late! The vehicle heads right for the 
clock as it splits down the middle and opens up, 
revealing a void beyond. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Sound isolated from club scene 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 
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Animated Figures (FA):  

Animated Props (AP): Bartender w/ endless martini stream animated flat 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): Misc. Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Misc. Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Bar Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Return to Dance Floor Crash Door Mechanism 
Clock Crash Door Mechanism 
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Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Bottles 
Martini Glasses 
Misc. Bar Props 
Suspicious Barrels of Liquor 

Show Sets (SS): U Shaped Bar 
Shelves of Bottles Flats 
Ceiling Flats 
Patrons x6 flats 
Return to Dance Floor Doors 
Clock Crash Doors 

Special Effects (FX):  

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 10 Schedule Ether 

Description: We turn to the left and out of the blackness giant 
copies of SCHEDULES illuminate and scroll past at a 
lightning pace via projections until they turn into a 
blur. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): None 

Audio Software (AFX): None 
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Graphics & Signage (GFX): Schedule Designs 

Media Software (VFX): None  

Mockups: Scrolling Schedules 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Black Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

None 

Show Sets (SS): Black Crash Doors 

Special Effects (FX): Giant Scrolling Schedules x5 
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Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 11 Street Sign Ether 

Description: We enter a REVOLVING TUNNEL where dozens of 
street signs and trolley stops tumble past us as we spin 
through it. The music crawls to a halt with an epic 
retardando. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Pit as needed for revolving tunnel 
Elevated track as needed for revolving tunnel 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): None 

Audio Software (AFX): None 
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Graphics & Signage (GFX): Street Signs x50 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Revolving Tunnel Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Addl. Misc Street Signs 

Show Sets (SS): Tunnel 

Special Effects (FX): None 
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Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 12 Iron Bridge & Skyline 

Description: We exit the tunnel in perfect time and cross onto a 
large iron suspension BRIDGE. The vehicle rotates to 
see the city. It’s now sunrise. Far beneath us we can 
see the tiny twinkling lights of SHIPS passing by. And 
on the horizon the sharp metallic SKYLINE reflects 
over the water as the sun rises behind it - thousands 
of lights shimmering in the atmosphere. Above, on the 
other end of the river a shining silver AIRSHIP is slowly 
floating downwards towards an illuminated field. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Pit for Show set “river” 
Mount point for airship 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Miniature Airship 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): None 
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Audio Software (AFX): None 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Show Signage 

Media Software (VFX): Clouds/Sky and Water Software 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): Clouds/Sky and Water Projectors 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Airship Left to Right  Mechanism. 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 
Sunrise Light 
Lights for Miniature 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Bridge Props 

Show Sets (SS): Iron Bridge 
Miniature River & Boat Traffic 
Miniature City / Skyline 
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Special Effects (FX): None 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc. 13 Airship Overhead 

Description: We exit off the bridge and turn a corner. Now the 
massive AIRSHIP is hovering nearly overhead. A 
searing white spotlight illuminates its underbelly, 
turning the silver opaque as it slowly descends 
towards us. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Mount Points for Airship 
Haze Ventilation 

Landscaping/Hardscape:  

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Airship Rear End (Large) 

Artificial Foliage (AF): Trees 
Shrubbery 

Audio Hardware (AH): Airship Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Airship Point Source Software 
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Graphics & Signage (GFX): “Airship Park” Direction Sign 
Misc. Show Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Airship Lowering Mechanism 
Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Spotlight on Airship 
Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

None. 

Show Sets (SS): Black Crash Doors 

Special Effects (FX): Haze 
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Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 14 Airship Park 

Description: We turn another corner and see the AIRSHIP has 
landed, a shiny beacon against an inky sky: the tree 
line only slightly visible behind it. Inside, the 
silhouettes of passengers can be seen gathering their 
bags - illuminated by a soft amber glow. A SIGN to the 
right points to arrivals. We approach a glass palace of 
a station. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Airship Mounting Point 

Landscaping/Hardscape:  

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Large Airship 

Artificial Foliage (AF): Misc. Trees 
Misc. Shrubbery 

Audio Hardware (AH): Airship Point Source Hardware 
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Audio Software (AFX): Airship Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Airship Park Signage 
“Arrivals” 
“Station” 

Media Software (VFX): Silhouette Projection Software 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): Silhouette Projectors of Passengers 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Glass Station Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. airfield props 

Show Sets (SS): Airfield 
Fountain 
Car 
Glass Station Façade / Flat 
Glass Station Crash Doors 
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Special Effects (FX): None 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Sc 15 Glass Station 

Description: We enter the glass station and curve around. 
LUGGAGE CARTS are at the ready for the new 
passengers. A large glass CLOCK hangs in front of us 
and slowly raises. The back wall of the station is 
revealed. PASSENGERS can be seen through the 
windows dashing towards us - desperately wanting to 
board our trolley. The wall parts open and we are 
saved from more trips by the return to load. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): None 
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Audio Software (AFX): None 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Station Signage. 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None. 

Rockwork (RW): None. 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

Return to Load Crash Door Mechanism 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Luggage 

Show Sets (SS): Station Walls 
Station Ceilings 
Luggage Carts 
Return to Load Crash Doors with Rushing Passengers 
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Special Effects (FX): None 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: SC 16 Unload 

Description: A SIGN hangs over the trolley in front of us reading 
“The End”. 
 
We exit into a space very similar to the load area - 
though much emptier. The rising sun shines through 
the windows and everything glistens, newly cleaned, 
as the empty station awaits the morning rush. 
 
To the left of the platform, adjacent to a closed ticket 
booth is a stack of barrels that have just been 
unloaded that look identical to the ones on the back 
of our own trolley. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

Ride Unload Platform 

Landscaping/Hardscape: Ride Unload Flooring 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): None 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 
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Audio Hardware (AH): Misc. Point Source Station Hardware 
BGM Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): Misc. Point Source Station Software 
BGM Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): “The End” Sign 
Misc. Station Signage 

Media Software (VFX): None 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 

Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

None 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 
Mural Lighting 
Sunrise Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc. Station Props 
Suspicious Barrels of Liquor. 
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Show Sets (SS): Unload Mural (continued from Load Mural) 
Station Walls 
Station Ceiling 

Special Effects (FX): Sunrise Ceiling FX 
Fiber Optics in Mural 

Video Hardware (VHD): None 
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Attraction: Swinging Street Car Soirée Date: 10/29/20 
Location/Area: Atlantic City, Resort Casino Hotel Revision: 2 

 
Scene/Area: Postshow / Speakeasy 

Description: As we exit the vehicles and move down the unload 
platform we pass by a closed ticket counter. All the 
windows are closed except one. A bored ticket clerk 
sits behind the window (a video screen) drumming 
their fingers on the counter, checking their watch, 
gazing at passengers walking by hoping someone will 
pay attention.  
We’re in on the secret though. We head over to the 
window and place our ticket stub into the ticket tray 
in the window. As we do it is scanned and validated. 
The ticket clerk looks up at us and gives us a wink. As 
he does the entire section of the counter and ticket 
window swing inward. It’s a secret door!  
We walk inside as the door swings closed behind us. 
We’ve entered real life speakeasy! On this side we can 
see through small slats in the closed ticket windows 
out into the main train station lobby. The bar wraps 
around one wall and a series of small stools and 
booths are scattered around in the intimate space.  
Behind the bar is a solitary bartender polishing some 
glasses. Behind them a much smaller, but similar in 
style to the large schedule in the lobby, is a Split-Flap 
display changing every few minutes listing the 
featured cocktail of the moment. 

Facility/Interface 
Requirements: 

30’x40’ section of unload area 
Water/sewage connections 
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Landscaping/Hardscape: Concrete Floor as Fancy 1920s Flooring 

Animated Figures (FA): None 

Animated Props (AP): Split-flap Menu Board. 

Artificial Foliage (AF): None 

Audio Hardware (AH): BGM Hardware 
Point Source Hardware 

Audio Software (AFX): BGM Software 
Point Source Software 

Graphics & Signage (GFX): Misc. Bar Signage 
Misc. Ticket Booth Signage 

Media Software (VFX): Ticket Taker Software. 

Mockups: None 

Projection Equipment (PE): None 

Rockwork (RW): None 

Scenic Paint (SP): Scenic Paint 
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Show Action Equipment 
(SAE): 

None 

Show Controls (SC): Show Control 

Show Lighting (SL): Show Lighting 

Show Props & Dressings 
(SPAD): 

Misc Bar Props 
Booths 
Tables 
Chairs 
 

Show Sets (SS): Speakeasy Walls 
Speakeasy Ceilings 
Ticket Counter 

 
Special Effects (FX): Ticket Booth Doorway 

Ticket Scanner 

Video Hardware (VHD): Ticket Taker Screen 
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